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Abhishek Purohit

S ocial media giant Facebook has
bagged the media rights of Spain’s
top-division football championship,
La Liga, for the Indian subcontinent,
both parties have confirmed the path-

breaking deal.
With this mega deal, La Liga will be the first
European football league to be broadcast ex-
clusively live on Facebook in the Indian sub-
continent.

La Liga will be available for free on Face-
book in India,
Bhutan, Nepal,
A fghan is tan ,
B a n g l a d e s h ,
Maldives, Paki-
stan and Sri
Lanka, champi-
onship’s India
Country Man-
ager Jose Cac-
haza revealed to
IANS on Mon-
day.

The period
of the deal is for
three seasons
and it begins with the 2018-19 campaign start-
ing on August 17, Peter Hutton, Facebook Head
of Global Live Sports Programming, said.

“La Liga has a very wide global audience
and the league has two of the most supported
clubs on our platform – Real Madrid and Barce-
lona. Fans can either go to La Liga page on
Facebook and can view any of the matches or
they can go on to the Facebook page of their

Vinod Behl

L  andmark reforms like RERA and
GST, as also demonetisation,
have brought about much-
needed transparency in transac
tions, helping the real estate

sector to free itself of fraud, malpractices and
other problems faced by consumers and
investors. Yet, the sector needs more reforms
to break free of the various ills that still
plague it in order to realise its full potential as
a major contributor to the country’s GDP.

The reform-oriented Narendra Modi
government, which is fine-tuning and
reinforcing the reforms undertaken by it to
increase their on-ground efficacy, has its task
cut out to free real estate from high transac-
tion costs, especially to achieve the success
of its flagship mission of “Housing for All”.

Though the interest subsidy
scheme (CLSS) under the Pradhan
Mantri Awas Yojana (PMAY) has
proved to be a big boost for first-
time home buyers in the EWS, LIG
and MIG category, yet high
transaction costs are a deterrent to
home ownership. Currently, GST,
stamp duty and registration costs
act as a dampener. There is an
average stamp duty of six percent
and it is not uniform and is much
higher in some states. Further, in
many cities, there is the anomaly of
collector rates of property being
higher than the market rates.

As such, home buyers end up
paying more stamp duty and
registration fee. Home buyers need
to be given freedom from high

Facebook bags media rights of
La Liga for Indian subcontinent

favourite clubs to watch the match. No sub-
scriptions are needed,” he said.

“We are delighted to have the opportunity
to expand La Liga’s fan base in India with free
live streaming of football games. Apart from the
live games, the fans will also have access to see
other programmes like studio discussion, pre-
view shows and highlights,” Hutton said, add-
ing that interacting with fellow fans is a very
interesting feature that Facebook will offer dur-
ing the live streaming.

Earlier, the La Liga media rights for the Indi-
an subcontinent was with Sony Pictures Net-
works India. According to sources, Sony Pic-

tures Networks
was not ready to
match the figure
offered by Face-
book.

Alfredo Ber-
mejo, Head, Dig-
ital Strategy, La
Liga, said: “For
us, India is one
of our most im-
portant markets
and Facebook is
one of our most
important and
traditional part-

ners in digital world. We want to reach out to
the biggest audience with the biggest platform
possible.

“We wanted to improve our broadcasting
strategy with technology – like production, new
camera, new angles, new way of viewing foot-
ball. Facebook shared our strategy. Facebook
is the biggest platform with 270 million users,
out of which 60 million are interested in football.

So Facebook has the perfect features to help us
what we want to.”

Cachaza added: “For us it is a great oppor-
tunity to give Indian football fans free live broad-
cast of La Liga games through Facebook. Digi-
tal landscape in India is interesting for us. Indi-
an market is ahead of others in terms of digital
audience. “We have seen the growth of digital
audience in India whether it is for FIFA World
Cup or the Indian Premier League. One out of
every four IPL viewers followed the matches

on a digital platform. Digital broadcasting plat-
forms are already there.

“We want of be ahead of time. So we think
this is the best way to reach out to our audi-
ence,” he stated, refusing to reveal the financial
figures involved in the deal.

Around 50 million fans watched La Liga 2017-
18 season and Facebook aims to make the most
of the growing market.

Facebook will also provide analysis of the
matches by a pool of experts including former Real

Madrid defender and four time La Liga champion
Michel Salgado, as well as former Barcelona and
Atletico Madrid midfielder Luis Garcia.

Hutton said that over the course of the next
three seasons, they want to learn about sports
live broadcasting in the Indian market, though
they have the experience of showing live cou-
ple of sports championships in the United
States. (IANS)

(Abhishek Purohit can be contacted at
abhishek.p@ians.in)

Realty sector needs more
reforms to realise full potential

transaction costs to boost sales and revive
residential real estate, facing a slowdown for
long. And this can be achieved by either
rationalising stamp duty or simply subsum-
ing stamp duty in GST. Similarly, while GST
has imporved ease of doing business by
doing away with multiple taxation, there is
still a need to lower its 12 per cent rate, which
is almost double the VAT and Service tax
prevalent in pre-GST era, especially when
Input Tax Credit provided by the government
is not having the desired effect. Further, the
high GST on cement should be brought
down as in the case of paints, to bring down
the cost of homes.

Home buyers also need freedom from the
double burden of rent and EMI, particularly
as hundreds of thousands of housing
projects across the country are facing long
delays. Earlier, the home buyers would get
possession of their homes in 3-4 years but

now, in many cases, it has almost doubled,
causing great hardships to home buyers in
terms of dual burden of rent and EMI. Some
developers are helping home buyers tide
over this problem by offering schemes to pay
EMI only after possession. But ready homes
is a sound solution to this problem as they
do not have any development risk and,
moreover, home buyers save on 12 per cent
GST.

That’s why ready-to-occupy homes are
being lapped up by home buyers. Here, the
concept of “Build and Sell” can provide a
long-term solution. Under RERA, a developer
can’t start his project without land and all
mandatory permissions in place. Also, there
is not only a ban on funding projects
through customer advances by way of pre-
launching of projects but there is also a strict
check on (mis)utilising funds collected from
customers through the implementation of the

escrow account mechanism.
As such, it makes sense

for developers to adopt the
“Build and Sell” model which
is common in advanced
countries. Leading developer
DLF has already announced
it would adopt this model.
And, if the government
organises cheap bank
funding for at least develop-
ers of affordable housing,
many of them will take to
“Build and Sell”, to the
advantage of property
consumers.

Red-tapism is also
proving to be a big bane of
the real estate sector as the
unduly long time taken by

authorities in giving construction permits
and other multiple sanctions adds the
developers’ debt, in turn increasing home
costs. And, since the sanctioning authori-
ties do not come under the purview of
RERA, there is no check on project delays

due to the unduly long time taken in
according project sanctions and giving
completion certificates. The ideal solution to
this problem is a single window mechanism
for project sanctions/clearances. Since this
is not happening, the government should
fast-track the process of online permissions/
sanctions and make this time-bound.

Last but not the least, there should be
freedom from defective and fraudulent land/
property titles to make property transac-
tions easier and safer. Thus, there is an
urgent need to set up a Land Titling

Authority in states to prepare and maintain
a digitised registry of all immovable
properties. This, together with introduction
of Title Insurance for providing protection
against any financial loss due to title
deficiencies, will considerably help in

enforcing contracts and prevent property
deals from falling through, thereby effec-
tively checking high litigation due to
property ownership disputes.

The transparency brought in by this will
further boost the confidence of foreign
investors, thereby helping in putting foreign
investment in Indian real estate on the fast
track. (IANS)

(Vinod Behl is editor, Realty Plus, a
leading real estate monthly. The views
expressed are personal. He can be reached
at vbehl2008@gmail.com)

‘We are delighted to have the
opportunity to expand La

Liga’s fan base in India with
free live streaming of football
games. Apart from the live

games, the fans will also have
access to see other

programmes like studio
discussion, preview shows
and highlights,’ Hutton said,
adding that interacting with

fellow fans is a very
interesting feature that

Facebook will offer during
the live streaming.
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Áø⁄Ê¢ÁŸ ∑§Ê’¸Ÿ »§Ä≈⁄Ëπı ’ãŒ” πÊ‹Ê◊ŸÙ ŒÊÁ’¡Ù¢
Á’ Á¬ ∞»§•Ê ªÙ∫Ù¢ „Êã¡Ê ‚È⁄ŒÙ¢

Áø⁄Ê¢ — ÕÊ¢ŸÊÿ y •Êªc≈πÊÁ‹ ∑§∑˝§Ê¤ÊÊ⁄Êfl ¡ÊŸÊŸÒ ÕÊ¢ŸÊÿ Á’ Á¬ ∞»§ÁŸ ’ÊÕı
∑§◊å‹Ä‚•Êfl ¡ÊŸÊÿ Á◊L§ ◊Êfl»È§¢ •Ê»§ÊŒÁŸ ◊‹Êfl •Ê¡ÊflŸÊÿ ÕÊ¢Áπ ’ÊÁŒÿÒ
Áø⁄Ê¢ Á¡À‹Ê Á’ Á¬ ∞»§ÁŸ ’Êã¡ÊÿŸÊÿÊfl ÕÊ¢ŸÊÿ vÆ •Êªc≈πÊÁ‹ …ÊÁ‹ªÊflÁŸ

∑È§∑È§⁄◊Ê⁄ËÿÊfl ∞◊/∞‚ ∑§Ê’¸Ÿ Á⁄‚‚¸ ¬˝Ê. Á‹.πı ÕÊ¢ŸÊÿ Á¡ ’Ù‚Ù⁄ÁŸ»˝§Êÿ ¡Ù’ÙŒ
ªÊÁÖÊ˝ ©πÈãŒÒ •Ù¢πÊ⁄ŸÊÿÁŸ ¡Ê„ÙŸÊfl ŸÈ¡ÊŸÊÿ ªÈ’È¢‹ •Ê’„ÊflÊπı ŸÙ¡Ù⁄

πÊ‹Ê◊ŸÊŸÒ ’πı ’ãŒ” πÊ‹Ê◊ŸÙ ŒÊÁ’ „ÙŸÊŸÒ ªÙ∫Ù¢ „Êã¡Ê ‚È⁄ŸÊÿ ¡ÊŸÊŸÒ ÕÊæUÙ–

’«∏Ê ¡Á≈U‹ „Ò ‚¥⁄UˇÊáÊ ªÎ„Ù¥ ∑§Ê “ªÙ⁄Uπœ¥œÊ”

•‚◊ ◊¥ ’¢ª‹ÊŒ‡ÊË ÉÊÈ‚¬ÒÁ∆ÿÙ¥ ∑§Ë ¬„øÊŸ ∑§⁄UŸ ∑‘§ Á‹∞ ø‹Ê∞ ¡Ê ⁄U„
•Á÷ÿÊŸ ∑‘§ •¥Ãª¸Ã ⁄UÊC˛Ëÿ ŸÊªÁ⁄U∑§ ¬¥¡Ë ∑§Ê •¥ÁÃ◊ ¬˝ÊL§¬ ¡Ê⁄UË ∑§⁄U ÁŒÿÊ „Ò–
ß‚∑‘§ •¥Ãª¸Ã ©Ÿ ’¢ª‹ÊŒ‡ÊË ŸÊªÁ⁄U∑§Ù¥ ∑§Ù ÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚ ’Ê„⁄U ∑§⁄UŸ ∑§Ë ÿÙ¡ŸÊ „Ò,
¡Ù ÷Ê⁄UÃ ◊¥ •flÒœ L§¬ ‚ ÉÊÈ‚¬Ò∆ ∑§⁄U∑‘§ •Ê∞ „Ò¥– ©ÑπŸËÿ „Ò Á∑§ •‚◊ ◊¥

‹ª÷ª zÆ „¡Ê⁄U ÉÊÈ‚¬ÒÁ∆∞ ◊ÈÁS‹◊ •flÒœ L§¬ ‚ ÁŸflÊ‚ ∑§⁄U ⁄U„ „Ò¥– ¡Ù ÷Ê⁄UÃ
∑§Ë ⁄UÊC˛Ëÿ ‚È⁄UˇÊÊ ∑‘§ Á‹∞ ’„ÈÃ ’«∏UË øÈŸıÃË „Ò– ⁄UÊC˛Ëÿ ŸÊªÁ⁄U∑§ ¬¥¡Ë ÿÊŸË

∞Ÿ•Ê⁄U‚Ë ∑‘§ ß‚ ¬˝ÊL§¬ ◊¥ •‚◊ ◊¥ ⁄U„ ⁄U„ yÆ ‹Êπ ‹ÙªÙ¥ ∑§Ë ŸÊªÁ⁄U∑§ÃÊ ∑§Ù
•flÒœ ÉÊÙÁ·Ã Á∑§ÿÊ „Ò–

õ∂Ô˜ÀÈ¬± ø˝√√µœˆ¬±¯∏œ 1¬ıÈ¬ Î¬◊æ√±ªÚ 1ø?Ó¬ ¿¬ı±ô¶ª1

¬ıÓ«¬˜±Ú ˚≈·Ó¬ ø¬ı:±Úœ¸fl¡À˘ 1¬ıÈ¬1 ¡Z±1± ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Ò1Ì1 fl¡±˜ ¸•Û±√Ú fl¡1±1 ¬ı±À¬ı

ø¬ıøˆ¬iß 1¬ıÈ¬ ¸±øÊ√ Î¬◊ø˘˚˛±˝◊√√ÀÂ√º ¤˝◊√√ 1¬ıÈ¬¸˜”À˝√√ ˜±Ú≈À˝√√ fl¡ø1¬ı ŒÚ±ª1± ¬ıU fl¡±À˜±

¸˝√√ÀÊ√ fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±À1º 1¬ıÈ¬ ¸µˆ«¬Ó¬ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ¬ı±Ó¬ø1 ¸˜À˚˛ ¸˜À˚˛ ¸—¬ı±√ ˜±Ò…˜Ó¬

õ∂fl¡±˙ ¬Û±˝◊√√ Ô±Àfl¡º ’˘¬ÛÀÓ¬ ˝√√—fl¡„√√1 ¤È¬± Œfl¡±•Û±ÚœÀ˚˛ øÚ˜«±Ì fl¡1± ëÂ√øÙ¬˚˛±í

Ú±˜1 ¤È¬± 1¬ıÈ¬fl¡ Î≈¬¬ı±˝◊√√1 Ú±·ø1fl¡Q ø√˚˛±1 fl¡Ô± ¸—¬ı±√ ˜±Ò…˜Ó¬ õ∂fl¡±˙ ¬Û±˝◊√√ÀÂ√º

ëÂ√øÙ¬˚˛±í Ú±˜1 ¤˝◊√√ 1¬ıÈ¬ÀÈ¬±À1 ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ¸—¶®1Ì ¤È¬± øÚ˜«±Ì fl¡ø1 Î¬◊ø˘˚˛±˝◊√√ÀÂ√

1±‰¬œ1 1ø?Ó¬ ¿¬ı±ô¶ª Ú±˜1 ’øˆ¬˚ôL± ¤·1±fl¡œÀ˚˛º ëÂ√øÙ¬˚˛±í1 ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡

¸—¶®1ÌÀÈ¬±1 ŒÓ¬›“ Ú±˜ ø√ÀÂ√ ë1øù¨íº


